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> Motivation, transiet sources:  AGNs, LL GRBs 
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> How to discriminate tau neutrino induced showers from background of   
   hadronic showers at very high zenith angles (85°- 95°) 

> Acceptance, trigger efficiencies, event rate calculation 
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„Radio Galaxy / Seyfert 2“ 
Viewing at 90° from the jet 

> UHE Neutrinos arise from decays of charged pions: 

> Sources: AGNs,GRBs, Supernova ...  

> Flavour oscilations over cosmological distances: 

   In this scenario we expected tau neutrinos at Earth 

  > Neutrinos are also produced from interaction of  
     Cosmic-rays with Microwave Background  
     (GZK or cosmogenic neutrinos)  

   > Present status:  
       IceCube:   54 HE neutrino candidates (30 – 2000 TeV) (Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 101101, 2014)   
       Fermi:       the pions evidence of proton acceleration from Supernova Remnamts (60 MeV – 2 GeV) 
                        (Science,15 Feb 2013)  

Earth 

Active Galactic Nuclei 

Hadronic model: 

Introduction 
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Choked Jets and Low-Luminosity GRBs 

> AGNs,GRBs, Star-form./burst galaxies are not explain the IceCube neutrino signal 
     ...IceCube neutrinos are also not traced by extragalactic γ-emitters (VERITAS, MAGIC, Fermi) !    "
  IceCube neutrinos could originate from environments with high γ-ray opacity  

N. Senno, K. Murase, P. Meszaros  arxiv:1512.08513; E. Nakar arxiv:1503.04441->LLGRB060218/SN 2006 AJ) 

-  Neutrinos 
- γ-ray absorbed 
- Time scale: 101.5  - 102.5 s 

- neutrino precursor 
- Later γ-ray counterpart  
- Time scale: 10 - 1000 s 

- neutrinos 
- γ-ray emission   
- Time scale: 103.5 s 

(A) (B) (C) 

> Choked jets and Low Luminosity GRBs as hidden neutrino sources  

> Conventional approach (Antares, IceCube) low statistic in 1 – 100 PeV, 
     new detection technique is needed, see for example A. Nerov et al., astro-ph 1606.03629 
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Cherenkov light 

Shielding BG 
Cosmic Ray Showers 

Deep tau-induced shower 

 > Up to now, NO detection of high energy tau neutrino, so detection... 
Thus detection: -   confirmation of astrophysical origin of IceCube events 

-   shed light on the emission mechanisms at the source (hadronic vs leptonic ) 
-  better constrain new physic models which predict deviation from equal fraction of all 
   flavours.  
kimming method  

- The discrimination power is enhanced when looking at inclined showers 

> Challenge: identify neutrino showers in dominant background of nucleonic   
   showers   

At energy 1PeV Earth is not  
transparent for neutrinos. 
Only tau neutrino can survived  
at large zenith angles 90°-95°  

Earth-skimming technique 

Earth-skimming technique: D. Fargion, Astrophys.J. 570, 909 (2002). 
X. Bertou et al., Astropart.Phys. 17, 183 (2002). 
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Ashra and its extension 

> Better sensitivity than IceCube or Auger in 1 PeV - 1000 PeV energy range,  
   possible constrain for close GRBs  

- 12 light collection detectors covering 77% of entire night sky, the wide optical  
    field-of-view (42 deg), high resolution imaging system with trigger (arcminute res.)  
- planned extension, so called Neutrino Telescope Array (NTA) (astro-ph:1409.0477 )  

Ashra sensitivity 

> Ashra-1 already demonstrated this mehod (APJ 736 L12; Astropart. Phys. 41 (2013) 7)! 
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(M)ajor (A)tmospheric (G)amma (I)maging (C)herenkov 

> MAGIC, La Palma, Spain 

Two telescopes, 2200 a.s.l 
each telescope aperture: 17m 

- Field of view of 3.5 degrees 
-  Angular resolution 0.1 deg 
-  Cosmic gamma-rays with  
  energy range from 50 GeV to 50 TeV 

MAGIC 
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Gamma-ray    

~10 km 

Detector level  

Top of atmosphere 

- Image intensity !"
   gama-ray energy 

> Image on camera 

- Image form !"
   background reduction 
- Image orientation !"
   gamma-ray direction  

    >  Stereo reconstruction 
          - improved direction 
          - background reduction 
          - low energy threshold  

> Detection of high energies gamma-rays 
. 

(10 γ-rays/m²yr from the Crab nebula,  
 detection area  about 50 000 m2,  
flux of > 1 γ-ray / min) 

~ 1o 

~ 120 m 

Induced 
shower 

Basic detection principle of IACTs 
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> Background reduction by image shape analysis 
... Cosmic Rays main background for Cherenkov astronomy 

> Protons create hadronic showers  
   with irregular images 

> Electrons, positrons, gammas  
   produce electro-magnetic shower,  
   shower image is elongated ellipse 

A.M. Hillas,Nucl. Phys. Proc. Suppl.52B (1997) 29 

> Hillas parameters:   

Gamma-hadron separation 

SIZE parameter: the total amount of detected light (in p.e.) in all camera pixels 
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Area (ellipse on the Sea) 
for  FOV=3.5 deg  of about 10 - 40 km2 

 > MAGIC telescopes can point down to the Sea,  
     …The large volume can be monitored: moving down MAGIC telescope to 91.5 deg  
       the surface of the Sea is 165 km away. 

Tau induced shower 

MAGIC telescopes 

Cherenkov light 
Field of view of MAGIC 
      telescopes 

MAGIC telescopes 

⌧

 > Very often nights with high cloud prevent observation of γ-ray sources,  
     for MAGIC of about  ~ 60 - 100 hours/year. Possibility to collect large amount of data but not using 
      ‘’expensive dark time’’ of MAGIC 

MAGIC as neutrino detector 
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Area (ellipse on the Sea) 
for  FOV=3.5  deg  of about 10 - 40 km2 

> Analytical calculations: M. Gaug et al., ICRC 2007 arXiv:0709.1462 
   -  sensitivity [100 TeV – 1 EeV] 
   - ~3evts/year/sr for diffusse neutrino flux 
   - ~7 evts/year/sr for events  for GRBs 
   - some data (a few minutes) were taken, but at this time no Monte Carlo to interpret these data 

(1)  Propagation of neutrino       (2) Simulation of  tau-induced              (3) Simulation of MAGIC 
     trough the Earth                 shower in air at high zeniths                             response  

           ANIS          !   CORSIKA         !                MARS 
A. Gazizov, M.P. Kowalski 
Comput.Phys.Commun. 172 (2005) 203-213 

D. Heck,  et al., 
Report FZKA 6019 (1998) 3 

 > Monte Carlo simulation chain 

R. Zanin, et al.. 2013. MARS,  
the MAGIC analysis and reconstruction  
software, ICRC 2013 

Adopted version: DG, M. Roth, A.Tamburro 
Astropat. Physic. 26 (2007) 402 

Compileted: with CURVED-EARTH, 
TAULEP, CHERENKOV/IACT, THIN option  

MAGIC as neutrino detector 
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Monte Carlo simulation chain 

Proton injected at the top of the atmosphere   
          (~1000 km to the detector for 87° ) 

Deep tau-induced shower  
 (~50 km to the detector) 

Eproton= 1 PeV Etau= 1 PeV 
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(1)  Data: direction of Sea, 
    ZA=92.5°, AZ=-30°, Time= 29 hrs 

(2) Data: direction of Roque,     
      ZA= 89.5 AZ=170, Time=7.5 hrs 

(3) Tracking HET* in direction of Sea,   
      ZA=85°-93° AZ=280°-285°, Time=4.5 hrs 

*HET is the highest energy event (2.6 PeV) seen  
 in IceCube data, visibile by MAGIC at Sea direction  
 on February-April 2016 

2 

3 

3 1 

Horizon seen from MAGIC telescopes 

> About 91% of data were taken during highly cloudy nights, when the normal      
   gamma-ray observations are usually unfeasible. 

MAGIC data at very high zenith angles ( ZA > 85° ) 
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HET observation at low zenith angles ( < 35° ) 

> No counterpart gamma-ray emission was detected by MAGIC in the direction  
   of the considered HESE events 
    see also our contribution:  
    K. Noda, E. Bernardini, D. G., K. Satalecka, G. Pedaletti for MAGIC Collaboration, 
    MAGIC searches for IceCube HESE track directions, poster at TeVPA 2016, Geneva  

Atel: #7856  

Edep ~ 2.6+/-0.3 PeV 

Time: 6/11/2014 
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Background measured at high zenith angles 
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Measured background at very high zenith angles 

All Sea data: 30 hours, 24 980 events , ZA=92.5° AZ=-30° 
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 Many faint events:  
      rate 5 Hz  

Measured background at very high zenith angles 

All Sea data: 30 hours, 24 980 events , ZA=92.5° AZ=-30° 
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All Sea data: 30 hours, 24 980 events , ZA=92.5° AZ=-30° 

B 

 Faint events  

Intermediate  region  

Muonic background 

Measured background at very high zenith angles 
1: Muon bundles?  2: High energy muon  
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All Sea data: 30 hours, 24 980 events , ZA=92.5° AZ=-30° 

 4: Faint events  

Measured background at very high zenith angles 
3: Bright gamma/hadron-like events  
 (a few events per night)  

M1 Size=4973 p.e. 

1: Muon bundles?  2: High energy muon  

B 
Muonic background 

Intermediate  region  
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    Injected single muon Emuon=1 PeV, ZA = 86.5° 

Caviat: This kind of background can mimimic the neutrino signal.  

Top of the atmosphere Detector level 

M1 Size=12721 p.e. 

CORSIKA longitudal profile 

> At high zenith angles and for a few TeV muon events the mean free path for radiative processes   
   (Bremsstrahlung, Pair-Production and Photo-Nuclear interactions) are comparable to the 
   thickness of atmosphere  
    …results many electromagnetic sub-showers can be create along the muon track.  

Bright events at horizontal direction: bremsstrahlung muon 
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Rate: a few Hz  
for detector like MAGIC 

  - Imaging Air Cherenkov telescope can be used to make muon tomography of vulcano  
     Volcanoes muon imaging using Cherenkov telescopes, arXiv:1511.01761 

ASTRI telescope 

Etna 

> The density distribution of the interor of a volcano can be determined by measuring  
    the differential attenuation of the muon flux as a function of the amount of rock  
    crossed along different directions. 

Muon tomography with Cherenkov telescopes 

Hiroyuki K.M. Tanaka, Taro Kusagaya  & Hirosh Shinohara, Nature Communications 5 (2014) 

Recently:: 

Melania Del Santo - RICH 2016, Bled, Slovenia, September 5-9 2016  
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Eµ >> ✏ = ↵
� = 0.5 TeV

(O.K. for high zenith angle obs. > 85° 
This ratio can be measure by MAGIC  (1) 

(2) 

> Our assumptions: 

  Muon energy after crossing  
 of Caldera with depth X 

  Energy of incident muon 

(3) 

E0,Roque

µ

= ESea

µ

E0,Roque

µ

ERoque

µESea
µ

Muon track 

Eµ ⇠ Hillas SIZE parameter

dEµ

dX = ↵+ �(Eµ)⇥ Eµ

ERoque

µ

+ ✏

E0,Roque

µ

+ ✏
= e��X

La Palma 

Muon tomography of La Palma Caldera 

ln(
< Size

Roque

>

< Size
Sea

>
) = ��X
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� = 4⇥ 10�6cm2 /g

> Selection cut in order to take only high energy muons with larger Length 

Muon tomography of La Palma Caldera 

X = ⇢�L

Measured distance: �L = 1320 m
Energy of muon at least 1 TeV to pass 1 km of rock 

ln(
< Size

Roque

>

< Size
Sea

>
) = ��X
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> Hillas distributions ploted for three zenith angles bins:  

> The normalized Hillas distribution does not depend on ZA (above 85°). This is important  
    beacuse we can use MC for ZA < 90° to model up-going region (ZA > 90°)   

Size Length 

Size 
Length 

Looking into HET data 

 above horizon: 87° < ZA < 89°     horizon: 89° < ZA < 91°     below horizon:  91°< ZA < 93° 
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Identification of tau neutrino induced shower  
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al
tit

ud
e 

ground 

Tau-induced shower, 
close to telescopes 50 km - 100 km 

gamma,proton-ind. shower 
Top of atmosphere (1000 km) 

Hillas image parameters 

Towards neutrino tau indentification 
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Distribution of Hillas variables at high zenith angles 

SIGNAL MC simulations:  
- deep tau-induced shower, ZA=87 deg 
- distance to the detector < 100 km, 
- tau-decay branching ratio included in MC 

> Very nice separataion between data and simulated signal in Hillas parameters     
   phase-space 

(Size [p.e.])
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BACKGROUND:   
 - Sea data (30 hours) 
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log10(Lenght[deg]) < 0.6⇥ log10(Size[p.e.])� 2.9

> This plot shows that MAGIC can discriminate tau neutrinos from background  
   of hadronic showers.  
> There is background free region at higher values of Size and intermidiate Length  

Selection criterion 

    All Sea data: ~30 hours, 24 980 events, ZA=92.5° AZ=-30° 

Selection criterion:  
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Event rate calculations 
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Acceptance calculation 

(1) Neutrino propagation in Earth: All Neutrino Interaction Simulation (ANIS) 

       - In the adopted ANIS version the local  
         topography of site can be included 

       - The detector volume: cylinder with  
          radius 35 km and 10 km height 

A. Gazizov, M.P. Kowalski 
Comput.Phys.Commun. 172 (2005) 203-213 

(2) Acceptance calculations 

RESULTS: distribution of  decay vertexes of lepton tau in detector volume  (Etau, xdecay,ydecay,hdecay) 

Detector volume  

Te↵,i(E⌧ , x, y, h, ✓)

The number of generated  
neutrino events. 

The conversion probability that a neutrino with energy Eντ  
and zenith angle θ  produces a lepton with energy Eτ (used as the weight of event) 

- the trigger efficiency for tau-lepton induced showers with the decay vertex  
   position at (x, y) and height h above the ground.  

The physical cross-section of the  
interaction volume seen by the neutrino. 

The space angle 

A(E⌫⌧ ) = N

�1
gen ⇥

NkX

i=1

Pi(E⌫⌧ , E⌧ , ✓)⇥ Te↵,i(E⌧ , x, y, h, ✓)⇥Ai(✓)⇥�⌦
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MC simulations of Trigger efficiency T(E tau, x, y, h) 

Identification efficiency for stereo events Distance from the detector  
to the injection point of lepton tau 

Trigger efficIency: T(E, x,y,h) = Nsim/Ntrigger   

Tau injection point 

Tau decay vertex 

Cherenkov cone 

Tau-induced shower 

Identification efficIency: selection criterion            
                                       included in Ntrigger  
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Tau neutrino acceptance for MAGIC 

> Point source acceptance: 

> MAGIC acceptance is larger than for IceCube above 20 PeV - 30 PeV;     Why ? 
   IceCube have 1 km3 active volume but MAGIC telescopes can see tau-induced showers  
   up to 40 km from the detector. 

The fraction of time when source is visible 

�⌦ = 1.602 sr; ⇥ = 90� � 105�

For througoing muons  
from astro-ph:1301.6504v1 

APS(E⌫⌧ ) ' A(E⌫⌧ )/�⌦⇥ fvis(�s,�site)
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Cross-check: analytical approach 

.  
The energy of tau is approximated as Eτ= (1−y)Eν, where y is the fraction of energy carried  
by the recoiling (shattered) nuclei or electron. 

(1) The probability for neutrinos 
 to survive distance x inside the Earth 

�⌫ =
1

NA ⇥ ⇢⇥ �CC

(3) The probability for taus to survive through the rest of the distance L−x  
�⌧ =

✓
E⌧

EeV

◆
⇥ 48.9 km

(2) The chance of neutrino interaction 
P2(x) =

dx

�⌫

P1(x) = exp (�x/�⌫)

P3(x) = exp ((L� x)/�⌧ )

Conversion probability: 

The neutrino interaction length:  

The decay length of tau:  

P (E⌫ , E⌧ , ✓) =
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Cross-check: analytical approach 
Neutrino cross-section Geometric area of MAGIC telescope 

A. Cooper-Sarkar  et al.,  
JHEP 08 (2011) 042 

A(E
⌫⌧ ) = A

geom

⇥ ✏(E
⌫⌧ )
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  > For some models which predict neutrino fluxes from AGNs  
     gamma-flares, the event rate is comparable to IceCube  
     or even better  

Lo
g 1

0(
(E

2 d
N

/d
E 

)/(
G

eV
cm

-2
s-

1 )
) 

Flux-1 Flux-2 Flux-3 Flux-4 Flux-5

N
MAGIC

1.12 0.6 0.34 3.44 1.04

NNorthern Sky

IceCube

0.68 0.25 0.046 0.46 0.88

NSouthern Sky

IceCube

1.18 0.32 0.076 0.76 0.88

For �⌦ = 2⇡(cos(90�)� cos(105

�
)) = 1.62

and �T = 3 hours. Rates are in units 10

�3
.

> Event rate for given spectrum 

The observation time 

The neutrino flux 

N = �T ⇥
R E

max

E
th

APS(E⌫⌧ )⇥ �(E⌫⌧ )⇥ dE⌫⌧

Event rate calculation 

~ 1 event /1000 hrs. 
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*2.44 for zero background events. Feldman  
  and Cousins, Phys. Rev.D 57 (1998) 3873. 

90 % C.L. 

MAGIC 30 hours ντ  

MAGIC 300 hours ντ 

> Observation during high cloud periods can significantly increase the limit  
    (100 h or even 300 hr should be possible during 2/3 seasons)    

Nevent = 1.04⇥ 10

�2
for 30 hours

> Spectrum dependent limit: 
  (integrated format) 

�(E⌫) = k ⇥ �0 ⇥ E�2
⌫

�0 = 1⇥ 10�8 [GeV cm�2 s�1]

For the flux behaves with neutrino energy as:  

E2
⌫⌧
�(E⌫⌧ ) < k = 2.35⇥ 10�6 [GeV cm�2 s�1 ]

k = 2.44⇤

Nevent
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Aartsen et al. , Search for Astrophysical Tau Neutrinos in Three Years of IceCube Data, astro-ph/1509.06212 

> If we divide the limit by the space angle ΔΩ=1.602 sr used in the acceptance   
   calculation that we can calculate the quasi-diffuse flux limit for these 30 hours: 

MAGIC 30 hours ντ x 3 

MAGIC 300 hours ντx 3 

E2
⌫⌧
�(E⌫⌧ ) < k = 1.46⇥ 10�6 [GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ]

IceCube 2015 

Phys. Rev. D 93, 022001 (3 yr) 
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Perspective of tau neutrino search for other IACTs 
and Cherenkov Telecope Array 
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Predictions for other IACTs 
> For sites surrounded by mountains we expected 
   increasead sensitivity, due to additional target  
   for tau neutrinos (factor 2-3 times) 
. 
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Tenerife

VERITAS

Meteor Crater
Yavapai  Ranch

D. G., E. Bernardini and A. Kappes Astropart. Physics. 61 (2015) 12 
Only average trigger efficiency: 10% was used in acceptance calculations 

VERITAS site 

VERITAS site 
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The next generation Cherenkov telescopes observatory 
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The next generation Cherenkov telescopes observatory 
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CTA simulations: Hillas variables 

SIGNAL:  deep tau-induced shower with injection veritical depth Xinj > 600 g/cm2    
BACKGROUND: inclined proton showers with θ=87° and Xin j< 100 g/cm2  and spectrum E-2.7 

> Multivariate analysis ! selection criterion 

> Selection criterion leads to 0 proton events and of about 30% signal efficiency 

Signal 

Signature: large size γ-like event 
                   seen at horizontal direction 

- type and size of array does not really matter 
  large Cherenkov cone size  (>1 km) at high zenith angles  

D. G. and E. Bernardini,  Astropart. Physic. 82 (2016) 77 

CTA-E 

K. Bernlöhr et al., Astropart. Physics. 43 (2013) 171  
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CTA-E 

IACT-4 

CTA simulations: trigger/identification efficiency 

 *Lower values identification efficiency for CTA-E than IACT-4  (than ΔX < 3000 g/cm2) due to the different  
   altitudes of detectors i.e. a higher altitude for CTA-E  of 200 m.  

 > The CTA-E distribution is extended to higher values of distance to the detector,     
     up to 8000 g/cm2. 
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CTA simulations: acceptance 

Possible location of South CTA site 

> At energy larger than O(3) PeV detection of earth-skimming tau neutrinos with   
   CTAs becomes promising for (short) transient signals. For the most optimistic    
   case (FLUX-4) we expected 1 event during 200 hours. 

> Point source acceptance  
   - trigger efficiency was used instead of identification efficiency, 
     due to much lower expected background at high zenith angles! 
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> A few PeV tau lepton decays to different channels and produce mixture  
   of electromagnetic and hadronic sub-showers 
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> The large amount of data at horizontal directions (~40 hours) is collected by  MAGIC.  
   - we show that MAGIC/IACTs can identify tau neutrino showers from    
      the background of proton showers 

> For 30 hours of observation the MAGIC sensitivity for tau neutrinos is at level: 

   - This is the first time that such tau sensitivity was calculated for IACTs 

Thanks 

E2
⌫⌧
�(E⌫⌧ ) < k = 2.35⇥ 10�6 [GeV cm�2 s�1 ]

 - Further observation during high cloud periods, when normal gamma-ray  
   observation are not possible can significantly increase the limit, 100 hours or even  
   more should be possible during 1-2  observation seasons  

> The perspective for VERITAS/future CTA sites looks more promissing   
    1 event/200 hours, better sensitivity due to presence of surounded mountains. 

> This is ‘’cheap’’,  almost background free search, with potential high impact in science 

> Bright future of neutrino searches by IACTs technique: 
    A. Nerov, D. Semikoz, L. Anchordoqui, J. Adams, A. Olinto and  E. Patrizot, 
    Sensitivity of space-based Cherenkov from Astrophysical Neutrinos Telescope  
   (CHANT), astro-ph 1606.03629 
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Cherenkov from Astrophysical Neutrinos Telescope 
    A. Nerov, D. Semikoz, L. Anchordoqui, J. Adams, A. Olinto and  E. Patrizot, 
    Sensitivity of space-based Cherenkov from Astrophysical Neutrinos Telescope  
   (CHANT), astro-ph 1606.03629 
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Trigger and indetification efficiency  

> Large active volume seen by present IACT and CTA-E up to 6000 g/cm2  

     (~ 100 km away from detector for θ=87° ) 

Trigger probability 

Tau identification probability 

Distance from detector  
to primary particle  
injection point   
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Systematics on event rate calculations 

Table 1: Relative contributions to the systematic uncertainties on the up-going

tau neutrino rate. As a reference value the expected event rate for La Palma

site calculated for Flux-1 and Flux-3 (in brackets) was used.

rate PDF �⌧ sum

Flux-1 +14% (+42%) +2% (+7%) +14% (+43%)

Flux-3 -2% (-7%) -7% (-14%) -7% (-16%)

Cross-section: 
different parton distriburion function PDF 

Continuous energy loss approach: 
(Bremss. pair production, photo-nuclear interaction) 
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Choked Jets and Low-Luminosity GRBs 

 >  Tidal disruption jets (TDEs) of supermasive black holes !hidden neutrino sources ! 
    can also explain IceCube neutrinos, but again dark in GeV-TeV γ-rays (arxiv:1512.08596) 

 > Motivation for observation of such objects at high zenith angles by IACT or CTA. 
    Can we use IACTs/CTA as the neutrino detector ? 

(C) 

(B) 
(A) 

N. Senno, K. Murase, P. Meszaros  (arxiv: 1512.08513) 

#  Chocked jets sources are dark in GeV-TeV gamma rays, so only neutrino are predicted 

Choked Jet

ν

Extended 
Material 
!

CE
Progenitor
Core

CCStall Radius

Orphan Neutrinos 

(A) 

IceCube HESE 

IceCube EHE  

ν

CE
Progenitor
Core

γ

Emerging Jet

Prompt Neutrinos

Extended 
Material 
!

Choked Jet

Shock Breakout

γ
ν

CE
Progenitor
Core

Stall Radius

Precursor Neutrinos

Extended 
Material 
!

(B) 

(C) 
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> Muon events over a few  TeV great stochastical energy losses due to radiative     
   processes  like Bremsstrahlung, Pair-Production and Photo-Nuclear interactions.  
   As results many electromagnetic sub-showers can be create along the muon track.  

10 3

10 5

10 7

10 9

1 10 2 10 4 10 6 10 8 10 10 10

Pair Production

BremsstrahlungMuon-nucleus interaction

Knock-on

T [GeV]

λ 
[g

/cm
2 ]

A.N. Cillis,S. J. Sciutto, Extended Air Showers and Muon Interactions (astro-ph/0010488) 
P. Kiraly, M.G. Thompson and A.W. Wolfendale, Cosmic ray showers produced by muon  bremsstrahlung,  
Journal of Physics A: General Physics V. 4 Num. 3 (1971) 367. 

Mean free path in air for the different 
muonic interactions 

Thickness of atmosphere 
at the horizontal direction 

Muon energy 

dEµ

dX = ↵+ �(Eµ)⇥ Eµ
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Tau neutrino acceptance for MAGIC 

Point source acceptance ! The fraction of time when source is visible 

�⌦ = 1.602 sr; ⇥ = 90� � 105�

APS(E⌫⌧ ) ' A(E⌫⌧ )/�⌦⇥ fvis(�s,�site)
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